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Field methods: obervation and
interviews

5.00 credits 30.0 h Q1

Teacher(s) Lenel Emmanuelle ;

Language : French

Place of the course Bruxelles Saint-Louis

Prerequisites The prerequisite(s) for this Teaching Unit (Unité d’enseignement – UE) for the programmes/courses that offer this Teaching Unit
are specified at the end of this sheet.

Learning outcomes At the end of this learning unit, the student is able to :
Social and political sciences are empirical sciences that require the researcher to use and master specific
methodologies. Among these, field methods (or qualitative methods), which essentially include observations and
interviews, are part of the comprehensive paradigm and require the researcher to get as close as possible to the
"natural situations" (de Sardan, 2008: 41) experienced by the subjects of the investigation. The main objective
of this course is to deepen the knowledge related to these two methods, a first overview of which has been
given in previous courses (DMSS and Anthropology), and to ensure their appropriation through practical work that
implements them.

More specifically, at the end of the course, students will be able to:

- identify the historical and epistemological contexts in which the methods taught were developed and which allow
us to understand their meaning, rules, uses and conditions of validity ;

- evaluate the scientific contributions and limitations of these methods (particularly in relation to other methods in
the social and political sciences)

- identify and define the technical operations that implement them;

- understand the major ethical issues related to their use;

- to apply them through practical work: from administration to analysis of collected data and writing up results.

Evaluation methods The EU will be assessed in two parts:

- by a group work (50% of the final grade) which aims at verifying the abilities to implement the competencies seen
in the lecture course ;

- by an oral exam (50% of the final grade) which aims to verify the knowledge of the subject matter and the ability
of the student to use his/her knowledge (for example through the identification of methodological or ethical issues
in the description of a research protocol).

In case of failure in January: the part of the grade (exam or group work) that may have been passed (at least 10/20)
is automatically kept for the second session. The failed part(s) of the grade (less than 10/20) must be retaken.

Teaching methods The course consists of a lecture and a group work. This work is itself broken down into two exercises dealing with
observation (exercise 1) and interviewing (exercise 2). Group work sessions accompanied by the professor and
the assistant are organized to help the students in the realization of their work.

The lecture course favors as much as possible a dynamic and involving teaching. The oral presentations are based
on emblematic research using the methods taught to bring inductively theoretical elements: those of W. Foote
Whyte in the Italian ghetto of Boston, of R. Hoggart on the English working class world, of P. Bourdieu in La misère
du monde or of D. Bizeul on the National Front circles; and on concrete experiences recounted in films or by
researchers using these methods. The principle of the "flipped classroom" is also used in application sessions
based on exercises prepared by the students beforehand.

A detailed lesson plan as well as the Powerpoint supports for the oral presentations are transmitted via Moodle at
the latest the day before the class sessions. Students are expected to take careful notes to complete these.

The practical work aimed at testing the principles and techniques related to the methods taught during the lecture
will be done in groups of 4 people. Based on an imposed theme, the students must carry out observation work (4
hours of observations with the help of an observation guide transmitted during the course, and their analysis) and
interview work (2 interviews per person based on an interview guide elaborated in group, and their analysis). The
practical work is accompanied by the teacher and the assistant.

Content Social and political sciences are empirical sciences that require the researcher to use and master specific
methodologies. Among these, field methods (or qualitative methods), which essentially include observations and
interviews, are part of the comprehensive paradigm and require the researcher to get as close as possible to the
"natural situations" (de Sardan, 2008: 41) experienced by the subjects of the investigation. The main objective
of this course is to deepen the knowledge related to these two methods, a first overview of which has been
given in previous courses (DMSS and Anthropology), and to ensure their appropriation through practical work that
implements them.

More specifically, at the end of the course, students will be able to:
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- identify the historical and epistemological contexts in which the methods taught were developed and which allow
us to understand their meaning, rules, uses and conditions of validity ;

- evaluate the scientific contributions and limitations of these methods (particularly in relation to other methods in
the social and political sciences)

- identify and define the technical operations that implement them;

- understand the major ethical issues related to their use;

- to apply them through practical work: from administration to analysis of collected data and writing up results.
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Programmes containing this learning unit (UE)

Program title Acronym Credits Prerequisite Learning outcomes

Bachelor in Information and

Communication
COMB1BA 5 BPOLS1231

Bachelor in Information and

Communication (French-

English)

COAB1BA 5 BPOLS1231

Bachelor in Information and

Communication (French-Dutch-

English)

COTB1BA 5 BPOLS1231

Bachelor in Sociology and

Anthropology
SOCB1BA 5 BPOLS1231

Bachelor in Sociology and

Anthropology (French-English)
SOAB1BA 5 BPOLS1231

Bachelor in Sociology and

Anthropology (French-Dutch-

English)

SOTB1BA 5 BPOLS1231

Bachelor in Political Sciences SPOB1BA 5 BPOLS1231

Bachelor in Political Sciences

(French-English)
SPAB1BA 5 BPOLS1231

Bachelor in Political Sciences

(French-Dutch-English)
SPTB1BA 5 BPOLS1231
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